In the next few weeks, we will be focusing on the Universal Laws of Life. These laws apply to every person inhabiting Planet Earth. If you haven’t already, we suggest you go back and read our previous Universal Laws posts to prepare yourself for the following...

**LAW OF GRACE**

At the core of the **Law of Grace** is mercy, compassion and kindness. When practicing **Grace**, we surrender to the flow of life instead of resisting; we only see the positive in everything around us, instead of dwelling on the half empty glass; we have the ability to detach from emotional situations that beg our participation and drain our energy; we have empathy to feel the pathos of those suffering around us instead of condemning and judging them; and we have the ability to be kind and generous towards every soul we encounter – no matter how challenging they may appear. **Graciousness** commands a state of beauty and elegance. Follow your Path & your Dreams with **Grace & Ease**, always…..
Play with **AMETHYST** and be kind with yourself.

Stay tuned for the seventh Universal Law – Forgiveness, coming out soon!

#KeepExpandingYourConsciousness